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As the year draws to a close, on behalf of UC Health Women’s Center we give thanks for the  
privilege of serving women throughout the region and wish the best to all for a happy and healthy 
holiday season! The 2015 year has been a busy one for us! We’ve added several providers including  
gynecologist John Adler, MD; Family Medicine provider Sarah Pickle, MD; Sexual Health and  
Menopause specialist Akeira Johnson, MD, Ryan Gobble, MD, Facial Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgeon, Obstetrician James Buckreus, MD and Urogynecologists James Whiteside, MD to name  
a few.

At both locations—West Chester and Midtown, we’ve expanded to offer you superior patient- 
centered care, close to home. And for patients looking for convenient, personal, state of the art 
maternity care, West Chester Hospital has brought the latest technology and expertise to our 
northern region. We also raised dollars to offer a community and provider sexual health  
lectureship to the region. Through your generous donations we’ll be hosting the first Community 
& Provider Sexual Health Lectureship to be held in April 2016. This honors our dear friend and 
colleague Catherine Geering who passed away in February. 

We have come a long way since the beginning and we’ll continue to listen to your feedback and 
grow our programs to meet the needs of women throughout the region. Here’s to wishing you 
healthy and happy holidays and a joyous New Year!
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Don’t Let Holiday Hustle  
and Bustle Stress You Out

It will probably come as no surprise that women tend to be more prone to stress during the holidays. 
Let’s face it, for many households women are more likely to take on the chores associated with family 
celebrations. Things like gift and food shopping, meal preparation, party planning, decorating and cleaning to 
name just a few. And while for many these responsibilities are fun - except for cleaning, of course - there’s no denying it 
requires quite a time commitment. Many women report feeling as though there isn’t enough time in the day to get everything done.

You don’t have to do it all 

Before you get overwhelmed by too many responsibilities, decide which ones have the most positive impact on yourself and your family.  
In other words, simplify. After you’ve chosen what’s most important, follow these tips to keep stress at a minimum.

•   Plan ahead. If you’re preparing the holiday meal, give yourself as much lead time as possible and freeze the dishes that you can. This will 
help you with time management on the day of your event. Same goes for holiday gift shopping. You don’t have to wait until Christmas Eve 
to start buying presents.

•   Enlist help. There’s no reason you should have to bear the entire burden of holiday celebrations. The great part about this time of year is 
that you’re usually surrounded by family and friends - all you have to do is ask for help.

•   Take shortcuts. There’s no shame in doing things on a smaller scale. For instance, if you usually send 50 Christmas cards, cut down your  
list or send an e-card to make it easier on yourself. 

•   Make a list and check it twice. There’s nothing worse than shopping all day only to find out you’ve forgotten something. It may be a  
good idea to type your shopping list on your cell phone as you’re less likely to forget your cell phone at home unlike a handwritten list  
that may get left behind. 

•   Make sure to set aside time for yourself. Schedule 30 minutes of quiet time to read a book, take a hot bath or exercise at the gym.  
It’s important not to ignore your own needs. 

Remember, you don’t have to do it all! Ask for help. 

Contributed by Jyoti Sachdeva, MD, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry,  
University of Cincinnati College of Medicine

20% off Gift Certificates

NIA24Cellular Resurfacing Peel and Eye Mask
$110 (regular price $140)

Obagi Holiday Kits
Hydrate and Elastiderm Eye Cream
$130 (regular price $162.00 while supplies last)

Get ready to sparkle this holiday season...
Keep a Healthy Glow and Bright Eyes throughout the Holidays!

Exclusions may apply. Offer good through December 31, 2015.
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Obagi Holiday Kits
Hydrate and Elastiderm Eye Cream
$130 (regular price $162.00 while supplies last)

Healthy Holiday Eating
Contributed by  Sonal Hill, RD, LD

The holiday season is a time to celebrate with family and friends. And for many it also  
becomes a time for over-eating and weight gain. According to the National Institutes of 
Health, Americans, on average, gain a pound or two during the holiday season and often  
don’t lose the extra weight once the holiday season is over.

The good news is that the holidays don’t have to mean weight gain. Focusing on a healthy balance of 
food, activity and time with loved ones are what you need to help avoid weight gain during the holidays. 

I recommend following these steps:

•  Focus on vegetables and fruits at most meals to help bring down your overall intake of calories.

•   Use smaller plates instead of a dinner plate when eating a meal or snacks at a holiday gathering. By doing this, you will run 
out of room on your plate, preventing you from adding more food to your plate.

•   Eat a healthy meal or snack before the gathering. Make sure the meal includes some lean protein to keep you feeling fuller for longer.  
By doing so, you won’t be as hungry and less likely to over-eat in a short time.

•   Watch what you eat and drink regardless of the portion size. Alcoholic beverages and dinner foods such as gravy, stuffing, casseroles 
and desserts are usually higher in calories and sodium. Drink plenty of water and/or non-caloric, non-caffeinated beverages so that you  
are well hydrated.  We often confuse our thirst for hunger.  

•   Engage in conversation. By talking to your family and friends, you will be distracted from the food surrounding you, causing you to be  
less tempted to eat.

•   Plan time for exercise. Exercise helps relieve holiday stress and prevent weight gain. If you’re time is limited, try 10 or 15 minute brisk  
walks twice a day.

•   Set realistic goals. The holiday season is not the time to try to lose weight. Instead try to maintain your current weight and start thinking 
about your nutrition goals for the new year.

Enjoy the holidays and don’t stress about your weight or food. Remember to balance your eating and exercising just as you do any other day. 
Doing so will go a long way in helping you enjoy the holiday season and in the long run, your body will thank you!

UC Health Women’s Center
Integrated • Multidisciplinary • Comprehensive

Primary Care & Multispecialty Services
Diagnostic, treatment and wellness services  
designed specifically for women-under one roof.

Vision
Our common vision is to create a comprehensive system —  
strengthening primary care by transforming basic practice  
operations and leveraging a multi-level provider care team.  
This medical home model delivers enhanced access,  
coordinated care, proactive chronic disease management,  
wellness and patient education resulting in maximized outcomes.
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Holiday Health Hazards to Avoid

The holidays are a time to celebrate with friends and family, give 
thanks, and reflect. The last thing you want is to experience an  
illness or injury that sidelines you from the fun. But with the season, 
come a number of health and safety risks. Avoid these holiday  
health hazards so you, your family and friends can have a great 
holiday season! 

Catching a germ 

Flu and other bugs are transmitted through saliva, so smooching  
underneath the mistletoe could lead to an unhealthy holiday.  
Skip the lip lock and go for an air kiss instead. Carry hand sanitizer 
and wash your hands before and after digging into appetizers to 
avoid infecting others. 

Taking a fall

Thousands of people end up in emergency rooms because of  
decorating-related falls. Most of these accidents occur while hang-
ing lights outside or placing ornaments atop trees. Most common 
injuries are cuts, bruises, and broken bones, though tumbling from a 
roof onto the ground, concrete, tree or fence can be fatal. To protect 
yourself, always use a sturdy ladder—even indoors, since climbing 
on chairs, desks, and other furniture can be risky. 

Sledding recklessly

Whizzing down a snow-covered hill may be exhilarating but each 
year thousands of people are treated in emergency rooms for 
sledding-related injuries. According to the National Safety Council, 
collisions or falls off the sled are typically the cause of injury.  
Fractures, cuts, and bruises are the most common injuries, though 
more serious injuries are possible. That’s why it’s smart to wear a  
bicycle helmet while sledding, skiing, snow tubing, or  
snowboarding.  

Shopping till you drop

Lugging heavy bags can strain your back and joints, causing  
next-day pain and stiffness. Don’t be surprised if you wake up  
the morning after a shopping trip feeling like you can’t move.  

When shopping, don’t put all the bags on one arm and your keys in 
the opposite hand. That imbalance causes great strain. 

Having an allergic reaction to dirty decorations

Ornaments stored in the basement, attic or garage will likely be 
coated with dust and other allergens. Sorting through these  
decorations and dragging them from room to room could trigger 
sniffling, sneezing, headaches, or fatigue. Remove dust by wiping 
ornaments with a dry cloth, since moisture attracts dust and mold. 
Once the season has passed, either seal decorations in a plastic bag 
or store them in an airtight container.

Dealing with the “bone chilling” temperatures 

With the holiday season usually comes those below freezing  
temperatures. Studies show that temperature drop is linked to  
higher risk of heart attack because of the sudden shock to your 
body. That’s why it’s smart to wear warm, layered clothing and to 
keep your home sufficiently heated. And most importantly, don’t 
stay outside for too long when the temperature is below freezing. 
Frostbite and hypothermia can set in within minutes. 

Developing food poisoning

Holiday feasts call for indulgence, which can lead to more than a 
bulging belly. Post-meal trips to the emergency room are common 
during the holidays. Undercooked turkey or spoiled eggnog are the 
most common causes of foodborne illnesses. Turkeys should be 
thawed in the refrigerator, never on the kitchen counter, to prevent 
bacteria from festering. And make sure poultry, meat, dairy products, 
and eggnog don’t sit at room temperature for more than two hours. 

Contributed by  Akeira Johnson, MD, Assistant Professor of Obstetrics & Gynecology,  

University of Cincinnati College of Medicine

To schedule an appointment with any of our 
providers, please call (513) 475-UC4U (8248).
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Get to know John Adler, MD   

Would be an archaeology or history professor if he 
weren’t a physician. Studying the past gives insight 
to the present and future

Women’s health care is a personal calling. It allows 
him to work hard, live well, and minister to people

Morning routine is coffee, breakfast and musing  
with his beautiful wife 

A Bucket List wish; Hiking the Israel Trail from  
the Red Sea to Lebanon; 3 months and 600 miles

Casual and very informal is his style 

When he was 19, he was in a film with  
actor Burt Lancaster 

Is a Hoosier to the core! Grew up in  
Evansville, Indiana

Loves reading books about the American Revolution

Inspired by Eleanor Roosevelt. She felt we should  
live life to the fullest and stay passionately curious 
and upbeat 

What he loves most about his job is he gets to do  
the “work” of a physician: prevent disease, relieve 
suffering, and heal the sick



SoHza Honors Women of Change  

“Dr. Lisa Larkin was nominated as a sozHa Sister for many reasons,” said  
Kathy Rambo a West Chester and Liberty Chamber Alliance executive.  
“Her amazing accomplishments, her courage in the throes of her own  
medical issues, and especially because of her passion for women’s health 
issues, Lisa made a perfect candidate to receive this award.”

Lisa Larkin, MD, UC Health Women’s Center director, was recently honored  
by soHza with the Women of Change award. SoHza, a women-centered  
company connects women through their stories and causes both locally  
and globally and partners with Cincinnati based women-centered,  
non-profit organizations such as YWCA, Girls on the Run, Women Helping 
Women, The Women of Excellence, and Pink Ribbon Girls.

“Many of us watched and supported Lisa as she turned her women’s health 
passion into a reality, working diligently to bring the UC Health Women’s  
Center to fruition,” says Rambo. “She is a role model to many and a strong 
leader in this community and beyond. She deserves to be highlighted and as 
you can tell, I am a huge supporter and will continue to be her cheerleader.”

Twice a year, SoHza asks their local non-profit partners to nominate a  
“soHza sister.” This sister is a woman who inspires others - not by what  
she says, but by what she does. SoHza Sister Cincy magazine is published  
twice a year to be the platform for sharing the inspiring stories of local  
female change makers. 

~ Lisa Larkin, MD ~

Women of  
Excellence
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Q & A with Lisa Larkin, MD
Q:   If you could change one thing in the world,  

what would it be? 

A:  Clean water in Africa.

Q:  What women’s cause is closest to your heart? 

A:  Women’s health care. 

Q:    What is the most important piece of advice 
you would share with a young women  
growing up today? 

A:  Find your passion, follow your passion.

Q:   What women influenced you the most either 
past or present? 

A:  It has to be my mother. 

Q:  What’s your favorite quote? 

A:   “Be the change you want to see in the world.”  
– Gandhi 



A Collaborative Approach to Sexual Health 
Contributed by  John Adler, MD, Assistant Professor of Obstetrics & Gynecology,  
University of Cincinnati College of Medicine
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As female patients and their partners become more informed  
about sexual issues, maintaining romantic desire and sexual health  
is a priority for them to continue successful relationships. As a  
women’s health care specialist, I listen to my patients’ concerns 
regarding their relationship issues. Stress, weight gain, medical  
and cancer problems, poor self-image, sexual abuse, and surgical 
scarring of the breasts, abdomen, and genital area can directly  
result in sexual dysfunction.

Fortunately, at the Women’s Center, Lisa Larkin, MD has developed 
a state-of-the-art sexual medicine service where primary care, 
obstetricians and gynecologists work collaboratively with a team 
which includes Akeira Johnson, MD and Sarah Pickle, MD to help 
identify and treat problems that have been neglected for too long. 
Drs. Larkin and Johnson specialize in sexual health and menopause 
care and Dr. Pickle specializes in family planning and contraception 
as well as adolescent and transgender care. I and other health care 
providers can refer our patients who suffer from low sex drive and 
other forms of sexual dysfunction to these physicians for specialized 
care. We are getting excellent feedback that the new therapies are 

working and patients are very willing to ask  
their health care providers for referrals. 

Patients and their health care providers are fortunate the women’s 
sexual health program allows providers to overcome  
their own inhibitions by referring their patients to qualified and  
well-trained specialists. Their services can provide a lifetime of  
benefits to women in need of this specialized and often very 
specific care. This unique service brings great value to our patients 
and community. Let’s face it; medical training is woefully lacking in 
sexual medicine. Health care consumers need and deserve more 
than fractured and inaccurate information from the internet and 
non-credentialed “sex therapists” when they have serious sexual 
health concerns.

Dr. Larkin’s service is a welcoming environment of candor,  
information, humor, and therapy. I am delighted that our region 
finally has a credible program to which I and other providers can 
refer our patients.

Save the Date Midlife Sexuality  – Not an Oxymoron 

Keynote speaker, Sheryl Kingsberg, PhD, division chief, OB/GYN behavioral medicine, University Hospital Case Medical Center; Professor,  
Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Professor, Psychiatry, Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine. Dr. Kingsberg, specializes in 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, postpartum depression, psychological aspects of infertility, psychological aspects of cancer and female sexual 
dysfunction.

Through the generous support of many donors, this endowed lectureship was created to honor Catherine Geering’s dedication to midlife 
women’s health, especially sexual health, her support of the Women’s Center, and her friendship and support of Dr. Larkin. 

COMMUNITY EVENT

March 31, 2016, 7 – 8:30 p.m
West Chester Hospital Plaza Conference Room 

Hear About:
• Rates of sexual activity and sexual problems in midlife women
• Models for understanding the female sexual response
• The most common sexual problems impacting midlife women
• Treatment options for the most common sexual problems

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER EVENT

April 1, 2016, 8 – 9 a.m.
West Chester Hospital Plaza Conference Room 

Learn About:
• Models for understanding sexual response
• Prevalence rates for sexual disorders in women
• The DSM 5 female sexual disorders
•  Treatment options that are currently available and those  
in development

Join us for the Catherine Geering Sexual Health Educational Lectureship.
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UC Health Women’s Center promotes industry-leading health care solutions, resources and education focusing on women’s primary care and specialty services. The newsletter is published monthly by UC Health and 
offers health education, news and stories centered on academic based, discovery-driven health care. It is not a substitute for a consultation with a physician. UC Health Women’s Center is located at 7675 Wellness Way, 
West Chester, Ohio 45069. For information, call (513) 475-UC4U (8248) or visit UCHealth.com/women. If you wish to be removed from our mailing list, please email WomensCenter@UCHealth.com.

Thank you for trusting UC Health with your email or mailing address. Your privacy is of utmost importance to us and we will never sell your e-mail/mailing address with any third party. You may unsubscribe at any time. 
UC Health will never ask you to send health information or personal or sensitive financial information like credit card numbers, bank account numbers, or Social Security numbers via email, nor will UC Health  
communicate any health information about you through this email system.

The journey to great health presents unique hills and valleys at every age. That’s why UC Health created the Women’s Center — to offer  
diagnostic, treatment and wellness services designed specifically for women. Whatever you may need along your individual path to health  
is under one roof, from primary care, cardiology, obstetrics, sexual health and menopause to weight loss, skin care and cancer survivorship.

At UC Health we are passionate about helping you feel your best and improving women’s health care. From researching and testing new  
treatments, to advancing the national dialogue, to implementing new standards of care — we’re your partner in helping you get to where  
you want to be.

A Medical Home
The Women’s Center—a place where more than 50 nationally-renowned primary care and multi-specialty providers work together to serve  
the health care needs of women. Our mission is to deliver care through a comprehensive system which leverages expertise across disciplines.  
Our medical home model delivers enhanced access, coordinated care, proactive chronic disease management and patient education—all to 
help you live healthier. 

Evidence-Based Care, Specialized for Women
We turn breakthrough research into improved treatments and therapies. Evidence-based care drives our efforts and the academic strength  
of the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine makes us unique in the region.

Advancing Women’s Health Care
We’re educating and inspiring the next generation of health care professionals. Through the UC College of Medicine and our community  
outreach efforts we are committed to service learning, bidirectional education for health-care professionals and providing women a local  
resource for expert health and wellness advice, support and services that complement their needs. All under one roof:

•  Primary Care

•   Heart Disease Risk Assessment,  
Diagnosis & Treatment

•  Menopause & Sexual Health

•   Comprehensive Breast Health  
& Imaging

•  Bone Health & Endocrinology

•  Adolescent Care

•  Weight Loss & Nutrition

•  Pulmonology

•  Obstetrics

•  Gynecology & Urogynecology

•  Pelvic Floor Therapy

•  Executive Health

•  Integrative Medicine

•  Plastic Surgery & Skin Care

•  Headache & Pain Medicine

•  Gastroenterology

•  Mental Health

•  Geriatric Care

Health Care Designed for Women
The region’s preeminent leader in women’s health care. 


